BASIC and Computer Programming. TRS80 was a brand associated with several desktop microcomputer lines sold, its floating point BASIC programming language, an included monitor, and a The Model II was introduced in May of 1979 and first shipped in October of 1979. TRS-80 - Wikiwand Introduction to TRS-80 Level II Basic and Computer Programming. Access critical reviews of computing literature. Become a reviewer for Computing Reviews Introduction to TRS-80 level II BASIC and computer programming. Cover has some light edge and corner wear. Pages are tight and clean. No noticed markings. Overall good condition. 0.4 x 11 x 8.6 Inches 256. ?Introduction to TRS-80 Level II BASIC and Computer Programming. Introduction to Trs-80 Level II, Basic and Computer Programming: 9780134999708: Books - Amazon.ca. Introduction to TRS-80 level II BASIC and computer programming. The TRS-80 Model II was a computer system launched by Tandy in October 1979, and targeted. The Model II BASIC was similar to Level III Disk BASIC on the Model I/III, but had. Five months after its introduction the computer still had no TRSDOS-16 applications owners had to run Model II software and applications.